NORMALIEN STUDENT STATUS

Students who enter ENS Rennes have a double status: they are both students, registered in State Universities, and normaliens, i.e., members of ENS Rennes.

The status of normaliën means that the student signs a 10-year contract with the State, which includes the four years of study at ENS Rennes. During these four years, the normaliën students (French and European) are paid a monthly salary by the State. Non-EU normaliën students receive a monthly grant of €1,000 from the ENS Rennes for a period of three years (third year of the Bachelor’s Degree and the first and second years of the Master’s Degree).

The other three Écoles Normales Supérieures (ENS) in France are: ENS Paris, founded in 1794, ENS Lyon and ENS Cachan.
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FACTS AND FIGURES

5 academic departments
In partnership with 7 research laboratories
400 students - 290 student civil servants
94 on site staff: 31 professors and research professors, 30 administrative and technical staff, 5 full time researchers, 15 PhD students, 5 interns, 8 external research-professors
Site 10000 m²

5 TEACHING AND RESEARCH DEPARTMENTS

Economics - Law - Management
Computer Science and Telecommunication
Mathematics
Mechatronics
Sport Sciences and Physical Education